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Abstract
In this paper, the speech synthesis systems developed by

USTC for Bilizzard Challenge 2015 are introduced. The con-
structed systems include Indian languages of Bengali, Hindi,
Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil and Telugu. We accomplished two
tasks for all these six languages, namely the mono-lingual task
(IH1 hub task) and the multi-lingual task (IH2 spoken task).
A hidden Markov model (HMM)-based unit selection system
was built for Hindi language with the released large corpus.
Another five HMM-based parametric speech synthesis systems
were built for Bengali, Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil and Telugu
repectively because of the limited corpus and lack of front-end
knowledge. All these systems were submitted for evaluation.
The effectiveness and robustness of the submitted systems are
verified according to the results of the formal evaluation.
Index Terms: Statistical parametric speech synthesis, unit se-
lection, hidden Markov models

1. Introduction
The USTC team have been participating the Blizzard Challenge
speech synthesis evalution for ten years since 2006. In 2006, our
first HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis sys-
tem was submitted [1]. In the coming year, to pursue a bet-
ter performance of our system, an HMM-based unit selection
and waveform concatenation method was adopted in the pro-
cess of system construction because of the large scale of the
provided corpus [2]. A new acoustic model clustering approach
was used to optimize the scale of the decision tree using cross
validation and minimal generation error (MGE) criterion auto-
matically in 2009 [3]. In the process of system construction in
2010, the model covariance matrices were globally tied in order
to reduce the footprint of the model as well as improving the
efficiency of the model training. To further improve the quality
of the synthetic system, syllable-level F0 model was introduced
to evaluate the pitch combination of two adjacent syllables [4].
In Blizzard Challenge 2011 [5], a maximum log likelihood ra-
tio (LLR) criterion was proposed to improve the unit selection
criterion of the speech synthesis system. A more difficult task
was emerging as the corpus in Blizzard Challenge 2012 [6] was
non-standard, so the corpus filtering, channel equalization and
sentence labelling for expressive sentences technique were used
to deal with that kind of database. Besides the different kinds of
audio-book style of the corpus, the database consist of unseg-
mented English recordings in Blizzard Challenge 2013. Taking
these factors into consideration, a novel technique of synthesis
quality prediction module was added into our existed unit selec-
tion speech synthesis in Blizzard Challenge 2013 [7]. In 2013,
we also constructed our first systems for Indian languages, us-

ing a letter-to-sound (L2S) [8] approach, for which there were
no available front-end text precessing module in our system. In
Blizzard Challenge 2014, we focused on six Indian languages
which are totally unfamiliar to our research team. We built
HMM-based parametric systems for all these languages. The
data-driven post-filtering techniques, the deep neural network
(DNN) [9] and modulation spectrum [10] based ones, were
adopted to enhance the quality of synthetic speech. We also
built an HMM-based unit selection system for the Hindi lan-
guage task, because we can access a front-end text processor
for this language. For the IH2 task, an English to Hindi pronun-
ciation prediction module was built using L2S approach and the
English words in other languages were transliterated manually
by native speakers.

This year in Blizzard Challenge 2015, the tasks were sim-
ilar to that of last year. Larger size of corpus are available
for three languages (Hindi, Tamil and Telugu) that has been
evalated in Blizzarc Challenge 2014, and three new languages
(Marathi, Bengali and Malayalam) with speech data of 2 hours
for each were included [11]. Similar with our previous entries,
we built HMM-based unit selection system for Hindi tasks. A
new pre-selection method for non-uniform units was adopted in
our system. For the other five Indian languages, we constructed
the HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis systems
to generate the test sentences.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, baseline
system of USTC unit selection system and statistical paramet-
ric speech synthesis system was reviewed. In section 3, the sys-
tem construction details in Blizzard Challenge 2015 were elabo-
rated. In section 4, the evaluation results of our proposed system
are shown and further analysis are given accordingly. Lastly in
section 5, some conclusions and potential future research are
given.

2. Baseline systems
Similar to Blizzard Challenge 2014, the main task is to build
systems of two kind, mono-lingual and multi-lingual systems
for Hindi, Bengali, Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil and Telegu.
In Blizzard Challenge 2015, three Indian languages, Bengali,
Malayalam and Marathi are newly added languages for con-
structing speech synthesis system, which further requests our
synthesis system be more adaptive concerning different lan-
guages and limited knowledge on them. Two tasks are evalu-
ated, including:

• IH1: Mono-lingual Synthesis System,
• IH2: Multi-lingual (Indian and English) Synthesis Sys-

tem.
Because of the availability of a front-end text processing
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Figure 1: The flowchart of USTC unit selection system.

module for Hindi language1 and the relatively large speech cor-
pus of 4 hours, an HMM-based unit selection speech synthesis
system was built for Hindi. As for the other five Indian lan-
guages, the HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis
systems were constructed.

A brief review of USTC HMM-based unit selection and sta-
tistical parametric methods will be given in this section respec-
tively.

2.1. The USTC unit selection system

As indicated in Figure 1, our HMM-based unit selection system
consist of two main parts, namely the training phase and the
synthesis phase.

2.1.1. Training phase

Several HMMs [12] of acoustic models are firstly trained to
provide some guidelines in the process of unit selection. In
total, six sets of HMMs, including spectral model, F0 models,
phone duration models, concatenating spectral models, concate-
nating F0 models, as well as syllable-level F0 models, which
guides the unit selection in a larger scale. For the spectral
model, acoustic features of frame-level spectrum and F0 are
used. Phone-duration models are trained using the phone-
duration segmented by the spectral and F0 model, Concatena-
tion models are trained to model the acoustic distributions of
spectrum and F0 at the phone boundaries, such as the delta
or delta-delta of spectrum and F0. F0 features from the vow-
els of two adjacent syllables are extracted to train the syllable-
level F0 model to provide prosody modeling in a longer range.
The typical and effective approach of multi-space probability
HMMs (MSD-HMMs) [13] was adopted to model the contin-
uous probability HMMs and the F0 feature. To deal with the
data sparsity and predict the related model parameters, context-
depended HMM training technique was used in the process
of decision tree-based model clustering. Minimum description
length (MDL) [14] based model clustering is applied to control
the size of the decision trees. The phone durations, concate-

1Provided by iFLYTEK Co., Ltd.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the HMM-based statistical parametric
speech synthesis system.

nating spectral features, concatenating F0 features and syllable-
level F0 features are extracted using state-frame alignment in-
formation.

2.1.2. Synthesis phase

At synthesis phase, a sequence of phone units are selected under
the Maximum Likelihood criterion firstly, then, these units are
concatenated to form synthetic speech, considering the smooth-
ness of two consecutive units simultaneously. Let N be the
number of phonemes in the utterance to be synthesized with
context feature C. In our system, a sequence of phone unit
candidates U = {u1, u2, · · · , uN} are search out from the
database under a statistical criterion of

U⇤
= argmax

U

6X

m=1

wm[logP (X(U ,m)|C,�m)

�wKLDDm(C(U), C)], (1)

where �m indicates the acoustic models described in the previ-
ous section, and wm corresponds to their weights, which were
manually tuned on a development set, X(U ,m) and C(U) ex-
tract corresponding acoustic features and context features from
the unit, Dm() denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD)
[15]. A dynamic programming (DP) search algorithm is applied
to find the optimal unit sequence, and a KLD-based unit pre-
selection method is adopted to reduce the computational com-
plexity in the DP based search.

Finally, in the concatenation step, the waveforms of every
two consecutive candidate units in the optimal unit sequence are
concatenated to produce the synthetic speech. The cross-fade
technique [16] is used here to smooth the phase discontinuity at
the concatenation points of unit boundaries.

2.2. HMM-based parameter speech synthesis method

The USTC system for Blizzard Challenge 2006 is followed to
build the baseline systems. As shown in Figure 2, in the train-
ing stage, a set of HMMs are estimated as acoustic models.
First, acoustic models (including spectral, F0, phone duration
and state duration models) are trained using maximizing likeli-
hood criterion in the same manner as that in our unit selection
system. Line spectral pair (LSP) is adopted as spectral feature
for model training. Then, minimum generation error (MGE)
training is applied to further refine the model parameters of



spectral and F0 models. In the synthesis stage, firstly, state du-
ration is determined jointly by phone duration models and state
duration models. secondly, maximizing output probability pa-
rameter generation algorithm is adopted to generate static LSP
sequence. Finally, before synthesizing using STRAIGHT [17],
LSP based formant enhancement method is adopted to improve
the quality and articulation of generated speech quality.

2.3. Post-filtering for HMM-based parametric speech syn-
thesis method

Although the HMM-based parametric speech synthesis system
can synthesis stable speech, the quality of synthetic speech is
degraded due to the fact that fine spectral structures of natural
speech are lost to some degree by statistical averaging of the
model, the synthesized speech still sounds “muffled”. There-
fore, an post-filtering methods on synthesized speech is essen-
tially important to improve the speech quality. During our sys-
tem construction, the recently proposed DNN-based stochas-
tic post-filter [9, 18] is adopted. A generatively trained DNN
is used to model the conditional distribution of natural spec-
tral envelopes given the corresponding synthesized spectral en-
velopes. The final spectral envelopes were generated according
to the conditional distributions to compensate the gap between
synthetic and natural speech.

3. System building
The USTC system consists of two parts: front-end text process-
ing part and back-end acoustic modeling and waveform con-
catenating part. The back-end part of our system was con-
structed as introduced in section 2.

3.1. System construction for Hindi language

Same as it in Blizzard Challenge 2014 [19], we used the iFLY-
TEK Hindi TTS engine to perform phoneme transcription and
prosodic information tagging from the UTF-8 format input sen-
tence released in the IH1 and IH2 databases.

All the sentences released this year, totally 1710 sentences,
are used to build the HMM-based unit selection and waveform
concatenation TTS system as described in previous section,
including the text normalization module, Hindi pronunciation
prediction module, prosody prediction modules, etc.

In our entry this year, two more improvement were made
for front-end text processing:

• Naturalness improvement.
When a break is predicted from the input text by the
prosodic module, speech unit with boundary tone, final
lengthening and silence will be selected in unit selec-
tion procedure of speech synthesis. In BC2015, we pay
more attention to weaker segments. The weaker seg-
ments not only influence speech segments, it also influ-
ences the prosody. We found, in Hindi speech, that the
high frequently appeared central vowel /ax/, which is a
restorative vowel, has two different acoustic representa-
tions: normal and weak. The weaker form of /ax/ is al-
ways short. By labeling out the two different forms of
/ax/, the differentiate /ax/ can be predicted by our L2S
module. The synthesis speech demonstrates the positive
result of this modification of phoneme set. This fact re-
flects that both lengthening and weakness of this phone
have their contributions to the naturalness of Hindi syn-
thesis speech.

• Using super phonetic symbol for Hindi and English text
in the multi-lingual task.
In input Hindi and English text, the Hindi words are
predicted by normal Hindi L2S module. And the En-
glish words are predicted by English L2S model with su-
per phonetic symbols defined in iFLYTEK multi-lingual
module. Due to the consistency of Hindi phonetic sym-
bol and the super phonetic symbol, there is no extra pro-
cess between the concatenation of Hindi word pronun-
ciation and English word pronunciation. The advantage
of using super phonetic symbol is the smoothness be-
tween English word and Hindi word. The correctness or
naturalness of English word pronunciation in the multi-
lingual text is another problem.

In addition, in the back-end module of our system, we used
non-uniform units for unit selection. This is similar with the
one proposed in [20], where a Hierarchical Viterbi Algorithm
(HVA) was proposed in the Viterbi search process. However,
in our Hindi language system, the advantage of two consec-
utive units in the corpus was also taken into consideration in
pre-selection process.

3.2. System construction of the other five languages

Similar systems were also constructed for the other five lan-
guages. Systems were built different from the Hindi system
because of the lack of front-end knowledge and limited size
speech database.

As for the missing of linguistic knowledge about these lan-
guages, we built the front-end module followings the rules listed
below:

1) Text Segmentation
Text of these five languages provided in the release train-
ing data was firstly cut into small segments simply ac-
cording to the space in the text. These small segments,
which we name as S-Word, are assume to be similar to
the prosodic word in English.

2) Unicode Transformation
S-Words consist of several Unicode char sets which rep-
resent the vowel or consonant phonemes of the language.
The Unicode char set within the S-Word is similar to
phonemes. Therefore we name them as S- Phone.

3) Context Information Generation
Once the S-words and S-Phones are got, the contextual
information of the text is generated based on the type
of S-Phone (vowel or consonant) and the position in-
formation of the S-Phone and S-Word, which includes:
vowel/consonant tag of the current S-Phone; forward and
backward position of the current S-Phone in current S-
Word; forward and backward position of current S-Word
within the current punctuation part, punctuation parts are
defined as the text segments segmented by the punctu-
ation; forward and backward position of current punc-
tuation part in the sentence; previous and next S-Phone
context information.

For the test sets in IH2, as the input text contains both Indian
and English text, we first extract the English parts. Then the
English parts in the text were substituted with transliteration
results. In the transliteration process, the Google Transliteration
Tool2 was used in our system.

2http://google-input-tools-for-windows.en.softonic.com
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Figure 3: Evaluation results of IH1.2 (Hindi) task on similarity
and naturalness.

Because of the small sizes of the released speech dataset,
the stability of synthetic speech can’t be guaranteed when
adopting the unit selection approach in the back-end model.
Instead, HMM-based parametric speech synthesis system was
constructed for these five languages. To further improve the
quality of the synthetic speech, post-filtering for HMM-based
parametric speech synthesis method was used. In our sys-
tem, the recently proposed deep neural network (DNN)-based
stochastic post-filter [18] was applied to improve the natu-
ralness of synthetic speech. The DNN is built with high-
dimensional raw spectral envelopes extracted by STRAIGHT
[17]. A generatively trained DNN is used to model the condi-
tional distribution of natural spectral envelopes given the cor-
responding synthesized spectral envelopes. The size of input
and output layers were 513, each corresponds to one frequency
bin of spectral envelope. There were six hidden layers, each in-
cluded 512 units. The final spectral envelope for synthesizing
speech waveform were predicted by the conditional distribution
given by the DNN post-filter.

Note that we simply used the Unicode as phoneme in our
system for these languages, there could be errors in synthesized
speech. This could affect the performance of the DNN-based
postfilter, which is trained on paired-frames of synthetic and
natural spectral envelopes.

4. Evaluation
In this section, the evaluation results of our submitted systems
are presented and analyzed. Among the A to J systems, F rep-
resents our entry and A denotes the natural speech.

4.1. Results of IH1.2 and IH2.2 tasks (Hindi)

As being stated above, since we have a standard front-end text
processing module for Hindi language, the system for Hindi
language was thus built in different way from the other lan-
guages, we first discuss the evaluation results of IH1.2 and
IH2.2 tasks.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, our Hindi unit selection speech
synthesis system achieved the best performance in the similar-
ity and naturalness, which is significantly better than the second
better ones (F and C) considering the similarity and naturalness
respectively. Comparing with the results in Blizzard Challenge
2014, the similarity of our Hindi system has improved signifi-
cantly from 4.0 to 4.3. Also, the naturalness has improved from
3.6 to 3.9, which might be attributed to the new unit selection
method, non-uniform unit based unit selection criteria and the
improved strategy of front-end text processing in addition to
the larger corpus. According to the evaluation results of IH1.2
(Hindi) task on WER, entry F achieved the lowest word error
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Figure 4: Evaluation results of IH1.2 (Hindi) task on WER.
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Figure 5: Evaluation results of IH2.2 task on similarity and nat-
uralness.

rate of 23%, which further verifies that the USTC HMM-based
unit selection system are of high intelligibility. However, there
is an issue with the WER results that the WER of natural speech
is quite high (higher than most of the submitted systems), which
happened in many languages.

In IH2.2 task, our system ranks at second and third in sim-
ilarity and naturalness among all the submitted systems. Com-
paring with the IH1.2 task, the slightly degradation in similarity
and naturalness of our system may be attributed to the fact that
the mixed language brings some defections in front-end prosody
analysis. In IH2.2, we use the traditional method to transform
the English pronunciation to Indian pronunciation, which may
be different from the the real mixed language pronunciation
style. The accuracy of the L2S module for predicting English
pronunciation may also affect the quality of synthetic English
words.

4.2. Evaluation results of the other languages

The evaluation results of the Bengali, Malayalam, Marathi,
Tamil and Telugu languages are shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8,
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.

As we can see from these figures, the USTC system
achieves relatively good results in Marathi tasks. On the evalu-
ation of similarity, we achieved the highest MOS in IH1.4 and
second in IH2.4. On the evaluation of naturalness, we achieved
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Figure 6: Boxplot of similarity, naturalness and WER test on Bengali language task.
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Figure 7: Boxplot of similarity, naturalness and WER test on Malayalam language task.
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Figure 8: Boxplot of similarity, naturalness and WER test on Marathi language task.
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Figure 9: Boxplot of similarity, naturalness and WER test on Tamil language task.
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Figure 10: Boxplot of similarity, naturalness and WER test on Telugu language task.



the highest MOS on RD tasks of IH1.3, IH1.5 and IH1.5, and
achieved the second highest MOS on IH1.4. There isn’t sig-
nificant difference between the best system and our system on
WER of IH1.4 and naturalness of IH2.4. In the Malayalam,
Tamil and Telugu tasks, our system achieved median perfor-
mance in IH1 and IH2 tasks.

Although we built the five systems exactly in the same way,
it is noticed that the performance of our system on Bengali lan-
guage is very poor. We have built Bengali system in Blizzard
Challenge 2013, in which the evaluation scores of our system
was better than average ones. The difference in our system this
year is that we used the Unicode instead of real phonemes to
directly build our system. Therefore, we assume that there is
a weak correlation between the Unicode and phonemes in the
language of Bengali. The quality of synthetic speech is greatly
degraded by our front-end strategy.

5. Conclusions
This paper gives the details of USTC’s Indian languages
system construction for the Blizzard Challenge 2015. Being
able to access a standard front-end text processing module for
Hindi language, the HMM-based unit selection approach has
been adopted for IH1.2 and IH2.2 (Hindi) tasks. As for other
five languages, the HMM-based statistical parametric speech
synthesis method was used. The DNN based post-filtering
technique was used in the spectral domain to enhance the qual-
ity of the synthesized speech. The evaluation results show the
effectiveness of our submitted system, especially our HMM-
based unit selection synthesis method. Still, there are still some
remaining issues need further investigation in the Indian speech
synthesis tasks, such as the front-end process technique for
different Indian languages and the multi-lingual synthesis tasks.
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